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So you thought bearer securities weren’t a thing anymore?

Part of the THE BILLIONAIRE CRISIS SERIES

Bearer securities have been a thing since the dawn of finance (and specifically the dawn of

the eurodollar security market).

BUT! They were supposed to have been phased out years ago due to their capacity for

misuse in shady dealings, not to mention Die Hard plot lines — or so at least the popular

narrative went. The phasing out came part and parcel with regulatory efforts focused on

dematerialising and registering assets in common databases, with intermediaries at best

playing the role of proxy owners on a trust basis with clients.

One fascinating insight from the ICIJ’s Panama Papers leaks, however, is that we may have

over-estimated the degree to which bearer securities were phased out in the international

system these last few decades. To the contrary, the papers point to the highly prolific and

institutionalised use of bearer structures in the offshore tax haven world, at least up until the

2008 crisis took place. (Panama itself only got rid of the bearer structure at the end of last

year).

Whilst it lasted this was a world of “white glove” services, wherein assets, contracts and

agreements were maintained in segregated accounts, in physical bearer form or even as

verbal gentlemen’s agreements based only on trust. As the rest of the world moved towards

transparency — spurred by digitisation and intensive data accumulation — this was a world

which seemingly regressed into the manual processes of the past, to the use of secret safes,

secret vaults and documents transported in briefcases or, in their most digital form, scanned

documents held in extremely private digital databases. We were offered a glimpse of how

this world worked, of course, in the recent revelations about Barclays’s high-profile elephant

PEP client, for which the FCA slammed the bank with a £72m fine.

Not that the issuance of bearer securities is limited to the private or offshore sector. The

Bank of England is still an issuer of dollar-denominated “bearer notes” for the purpose of

financing its foreign exchange position. The most recent note in that regard, a $2bn three-

year eurobond paying a coupon of 1.25 per cent, was announced issued on March 7.

(Although, it must be stressed, the terms and conditions disadvantage bearer holders versus
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those who are registered, encouraging registration.)

Together there have been 10 operations of this sort under the Bank’s annual programme

since March 2007. The BoE’s website states the decision to finance the BoE’s foreign

exchange reserves with medium-term securities of this sort was announced on December 15,

2006.

Euromoney noted in February 2007 that the series marked the first dollar-denominated

issuance for the Bank of England since 1996.

But the key thing to observe really is how bearer securities connect more generally to

dealings in the euro-currency security market — i.e. those bonds/equities issued in one

currency and circulated beyond the control of the central banks managing said currencies —

and what role they play in obscuring the size and true going-ons of this extremely under-

reported and little understood market.

A growing school of researchers, for example, believe the 2008 crisis was linked as much to

the seizure of the eurodollar market (i.e. dollar-denominated deposit liabilities of banks

outside the US), which was supposed to self-clear efficiently without the support by central

bank liquidity or national guarantees, as it was to the mis-valuation of subprime securities.

One such voice is Stephen Fowler, a legal associate at Hughes Hubbard, who in a 2014 piece

for the Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law entitled the “eurodollar threat to financial

stability and economic sovereignty” noted the following:

Once created, Eurodollars can be exchanged among banks without any

connection to the United States. Functionally then, it is also possible to think of

Eurodollars not as funds, but as decisions: Eurodollars are created when a banker

abroad decides to assume a dollar-denominated deposit liability, regardless of

whether a single cent leaves the Federal Reserve.

Adding:

Once established, the market for Eurodollars grew quickly because of certain

advantages it enjoyed over the traditional sources of dollar financing. First,

European banks were willing and able to operate on narrower margins than

American banks, meaning that depositors enjoyed higher returns and borrowers

benefitted from lower interest rates. Second, because the European banks were

not subject to certain Federal Reserve regulations, they were able to offer

interest on a broader range of deposits. Finally, regulations of the British Pound

in 1957 forbade British banks from lending the pound sterling to overseas

customers; London banks found they could avoid losing business by offering

dollar-denominated financing.

The size of the eurodollar market is known to be contracting, but at its peak Fowler

http://www.hugheshubbard.com/Stephen-A-Fowler/Attorney.aspx
https://wp0.its.vanderbilt.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/78/Fowler_The-Monetary-Fifth-Column-The-Eurodollar-Threat-to-Financial-Stability-and-Economic-Sovereignty.pdf
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estimates it amounted to $5tn in value. From 2007 onwards the funding gap experienced by

European banks in the eurodollar market, meanwhile, was estimated to have been as great

as $1-1.2tn, with some speculating it could even have been as high as $6.5tn (according to

Fowler).

In that regard, the Federal Reserve’s least talked-about emergency measure — the

institution of emergency swap lines between itself and other major central banks — may

have proved critical in plugging this shortfall and with it the associated global financial panic.

We know eurodollars played a central role in the global financial crisis.

What is less known is the degree to which many of these securities (which ended up being de

facto supported by Federal Reserve intervention) were specifically issued in bearer form for

privacy and tax efficiency reasons. It’s no secret, after all, that the the popularity and appeal

of eurobonds was always closely connected to their bearer structure. The question is, to what

degree were these bearer structures taken advantage of, especially in the run-up to the

global financial crisis?

If the connection between eurodollars, bearer securities and tax havens turns out to be more

than incidental, then the bailouts of 2008 begin to look more controversial than ever. An

assumption can now be made that a huge swathe of the support provided by sovereign

balance sheets (a.k.a taxpayers) went towards supporting the fortunes of those not so

inclined to pay their taxes or those seeking to obscure illegitimate sources of wealth and

revenue.

It’s worth linking these trends in that regard to the banking world’s latest obsession: the

deployment of supposedly fool-proof international clearing systems which bankers argue will

never be a burden on government balance sheets ever again because they will be perfectly

settled at all times. But also, in that respect, to the extremely expensive clearing processes

magicked into existence from 2009 onwards to guarantee the continued provision of

anonymous bearer securities which can clear internationally in digital form regardless (we

are of course talking about blockchain, bitcoin, and all related derivatives respectively).

This ties in with a more general race to replace the international eurodollar clearing system

with something, anything, which can maintain the perception in wealth management circles

that value can continue to be squared efficiently in the offshore sector without value leakage,

without any par value destruction and without any requirement for taxpayers to stand

ready to cover discrepancies resulting from poor float management.

Without a viable replacement, after all, it’s unclear to what degree international trade and

globalisation can continue in its current “frictionless” form. For one thing, the ability to park

value in common and neutral territory (presumed, of course, to protect wealth at par value)

would be undermined. Secondly, without access to a neutral international float of this sort,

every single transaction would have to be fully reconciled with the varying national interests,
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regulations and controls of the sovereigns in the system. Not likely to be cheap.

Consequently, a substitute system can’t be relied upon unless it is also accompanied with the

harmonisation of tax rules on a global level; the end of monetary sovereignty; the elimination

of all fraud; the elimination of all unexpected risk (or at the very least a perfect plan for who

should go without in the event that that insurance systems fail to cover the losses); absolute

supervision and — of course — the banning and restriction of all anonymised bearer

securities and gentlemen’s agreements in general.

Anything less than that, and public balance sheets will remain on call to cover unexpected

losses as and when they inevitably emerge. If the perception is that they’re not, that might

create more problems in the long run rather than fewer.
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